LEMMA 1. The inequality (i) {(xn( y r\(vUz))} KJ(vr\z)QvV( y n(x\Jz))U(xnz)
is identically satisfied in any lattice.
PROOF. xr\yC\ (v\Jz) QxC\y C (x\Jz) C\y QvU (yH (x\Jz)), v H z C v C v U (y H (* U z))
and from these two inequalities follows 
(xr\ yr\ (vvz)) v (vnz) Q vu (yr\ (X\Jz)) Ç v\J (y r\ (x\J z)) V (xr\ z).
The proof of the associative law is somewhat longer, proceeding as follows : Expanding the expression of the associative law
Some of the expressions on the right-hand side may be simplified by employing the absorption law and Dedekind's modular identity.
Therefore,
= {xr\(tu y)r\(tvz)}yj {(tr\y)\j(tr\z)}.
Putting X^xr\(t\Jy) t Y=*t\Jz, f/ = *r\y, V=*tC\z where FCFand UQtQ F, the above formula becomes {(XUF)HF} UF = (inr)U(i/nF) and, in view of (ZUt/)PiF=(t/UZ)nF= [/U(ZHF), if/u(inr)| UF = (znF)U(t/UF) which is an identity, thus concluding the proof.
An immediate consequence, then, is: [[x, u, [y, v, z] ], v, [y, u, z] [x, v, [y, u, z] ], u, [y, v, z] ].
To prove this formula, it is expanded by means of (2) above and is subsequently shown to be an identity. Putting
Y = uKJ( y n(v\Jz))KJ(vn z), z = un(( y n(vUz))V(vn z)), u ~vKj( y r\(u\Jz))U(ur\z), v ~vr\(( y r\(u\Jz))\j{ur\ z))
where 2C F, VQ U and, in view of Lemma 1, ZQ U and VQ Y, the equation (5) 
Z\JV\J (xC\Y C\V) ~Z\JV\J (xC\V C\Y).
(5) is thus proven to be an identity. EXAMPLE. Designating the elements of the nondistributive modular lattice L5 by 0 (least), a, b, c, e (greatest), the commutative "products" of the operational plane [x, a, y] define a semilattice which is not a lattice, similar remarks applying to [x, b, y] and [x, c, y] . The noncommutative products, namely, [b, a, c] =6, [c, a, b] ~c, [a, b, c] =a, [c, a, b] ~c, [a, c, b] =a, [b, c, a] =6 do not belong to the semilattices.
Being partially ordered systems, semilattices may be represented by diagrams. In L B links are preserved in all semilattices defined by (2) with constant /; it is the authors conjecture that this rule holds for the semilattices defined in any modular lattice.
When a lattice is distributive in addition to being modular, the expression (2) becomes
